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1. INTR00ucT10~ 
Consider the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear dispersive equations of 
the form 
t 
a,u+iP(D)u=F(u), XEW, --cO<t<cO 
4% 0) = uo(x), 
(1.1) 
where J, = J/a,, D = (l/i)(a/&, , . . . . a/ax,) = (l/i)(a,, . . . . a,), P(D) is defined 
by its real symbol P(t), i.e., 
f’(D) 4x, t) = 5 ~ ‘(P(t) tit<, . )1(x, t), 
where A and 9 -’ denote the Fourier transform in the x-variable and is 
inverse, respectively, and F is a nonlinear function of u and its derivatives. 
As the main examples we have the generalized Kortweg-de Vries equa- 
tion, and the nonlinear Schrbdinger equation, respectively, 
a,u + eu = -8,(f(u)), -03<x, t<co (1.2) 
d,u+iAu=h(u), XE R”, --co<<<<, (1.3) 
where A denotes the n-dimensional Laplacian. 
The K-dV equation (i.e., f(u) = u2/2 in (1.2)) and its generalized form 
(1.2) have been studied by many authors [IPI, 11-12, 15-18, 20-221; for 
a complete list of references see [ 12, 15, 161. Thus under suitable assump- 
tions on f( . ) and the data uO, it has been shown [Il, 2, 11, 171 that 
(1.2) has a unique solution u(t) in C( [ - T, T] : H”(R)) where H” z 
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(1 - A)-s’2L2 (persistence property, i.e., the solution u(t) belongs to the 
same function space X as does the initial data, and describes a continuous 
curve in X) which depends continuously on the data. Similar results were 
proved in [ 12, 221 for the weighted Sobolev spaces X= Hz’ n 
L*(( 1 + x2)’ dx) for r E Z + [ 121 and r > 1 real [22], and then extended to 
the Schwartz class S(R). 
Under appropriate hypotheses on the nonlinear term h( . ) the above 
results in H’(W), H’( I?) n L2(( 1 + 1~1~)’ dx), and S(R”) have been also 
established for the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (1.3) [6-9, 13, 223 (for 
a complete list of references see [9]). 
When the symbol of the operator P(D) is not smooth these properties of 
solutions to (1.1) may fail. For example, for the Benjamin-On0 equation 
a,u+a(a~u)= -ua$4, -cx3<<,t<co, (1.4) 
where c denotes the Hilbert transform (i.e., a(g) = 9 ~ ‘(if sign(r) b(r))), it 
was proved in [lo] that the persistence property holds in X= H’(R) A 
L2(( 1 + x’)~ dx) if r = 2, 3 but not for r > 4. 
For the associated linear problem of (1.1) (i.e., when F = 0) it is known 
(see Proposition 2.2) that solutions with data that decay at infinity 
improves their regularity for t # 0. Thus, one may ask whether the solu- 
tions of the nonlinear problem satisfy a similar property. For the KdV 
equation, a result in this direction was first proved in [4] by the inverse 
scattering method (and with data u0 a step function). In [12] it was shown 
that if u0 E Lz E HZ n L2(eb”dx) (b > 0) then the solution u(t) of the KdV 
equation becomes C” for t > 0. A main ingredient in the proof was the fact 
that formally the semi-group exp( - t . ai) in Li is equivalent to U,(t) = 
exp(-t.(a,-b)3) in L* when t>O. In [lS] for u,EL*(IR) such that 
xruO E L*((O, cc)) it was proven that the weak solution of the KdV equa- 
tion constructed there has I-continuous space derivatives for t > 0 if I < 2~ 
The proof of this result is based on the asymptotic behavior of the Airy 
function and its derivatives, and on the smoothing effect of the KclV 
equation found in [12, 151. 
A proof of this smoothing effect for general linear dispersive equations 
was given in [S] (see also [ 193). However, some restrictions apply to the 
nonlinear cases. 
For the nonlinear Schrodinger equation equivalent results to those in 
[ 12, 151 for the KdV were established in [8, 93. More precisely, when 
h(u)=g(lu12)~, Z+,E H’(W), and Ixl”u,~L*(lW) then the solutions of (1.3) 
gain some regularity for t # 0 depending on g, m, and n. 
In this paper we study the regularity of solutions of nonlinear dispersive 
equations under decay assumptions on the derivatives of the data. Thus we 
obtain conditions which guarantee that this solution has the same 
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regularity as that of the associated linear problem. In trying to give a 
general method we do not use important special properties of the equation 
as those related with the fundamental solution, case t > 0 (t < 0), Lp - Ly 
decay estimates (which depends on the dimension), etc. It will be clear 
from our proof below how to extend these results to other nonlinear 
dispersive equations or systems (see Section 2). 
Our method combines the classical energy estimates and the fact that the 
linear (dispersive or not) operator c?, + iP(D) commutes with the operators 
rj= rj(x, t) = xi + t(a/ax,)P(D) for j= 1, . . . . n (see Section 2 for the exten- 
sion of this result to 2 x 2 dispersive systems). 
This commutative property was first used in [6, 73 to deduce the so- 
called pseudo-conformal identity for the nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
(1.3) with nonlinear term h(u) = g( 1~1 2)~. For the same equation this idea 
was further developed in [S, 91 to prove the results commented above. 
Finally, we remark that in [ 141 a similar principle (the commutative 
properties of the D’Alembertian operator and the Lorentz group) was 
successfully used to show the existence of a global small solution to 
nonlinear wave equations. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we prove some results 
related with the operators r,, and the linear dispersive equation. Also we 
extend those results to linear systems of Boussinesq type. In Section 3 we 
study the generalized KPdV eq. (1.2). The nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
is considered in Section 4. 
2. THE LINEAR PROBLEM 
The purpose of this section is to prove certain properties of the group 
associated with the linear dispersive problem 
I 
Lu=a,z4+iP(D)u=o, XEW, -co<t<cO 
4x, 0) = %b) 
(2.1) 
and to extend those to systems. 
Define the unitary group { U(t)} ?, as 
and for P(5) E I#‘:;;( R”) the “pseudo-differential operators” 
ap 
Tj=Tj(X, t,D)=Xj+tc,(D), j = 1, . ..) n. 
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For simplicity of exposition, we shall assume in this section that all the 
operators are defined on Ca(( - co, co) : S(W)). It will be clear how to 
extend them to Ck( ( - co, co) : H’( R”) n L2( (1 + 1x1 2)j dx)) for appropriate 
k,r, jEZ’. 
Assuming that there exists m E Z + and c > 0 such that for any 5 E R” 
(2.2) 
we have 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Under the above assumptions [IL; rj] = LT, - TjL = 0 
for j= 1, . . . . n. 
Proof. It follows by direct computation. 1 
Remark. For the Airy equation (i.e., f= 0 in (1.2)) we have 
f = x - 3t 8,; for the linear Schrodinger equation [8] rj = xj + 2it a,, and 
for the linear equations associated with the Benjamin-On0 equation (1.4), 
r=x-2taa,=x-2t(-fl) . ‘I2 Thus the order of r explains the relations 
between the parameters s, r in the weighted Sobolev spaces 
H” n L2(( 1 + lx12)‘dx) (see the results cited in the Introduction). 
Under appropriate smoothness and growth assumptions on the symbol 
P(r) it follows that [L;F]=O (r”=f;‘...rF with H=(~,,...,cL,)E 
(Z+)“). In the one-dimensional case these are P(<)E W;;,“(R), and (2.2) 
holds up to order CL To show that this hypothesis is also necessary, we 
consider the linear equation associated with the Benjamin-On0 equation 
(1.4). In this case, the symbol P(5) = <It\ E W:d,“, and (after some 
computation) [L; r*] =O, but [L; r’]d=O if and only if &O, t)=O 
for all t. This remark gives a different motivation of the results in [lo, 
Section 21. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (a) Assume that (@/ax,k)P(r) E W,!;~([w”) for k = 
0, 1, . . . . I - 1, and that there exists m E Z + and C > 0 such that 
for k=O, l,..., 1. (2.3) 
Zf u0 E L’( KY) and xju,, E L2( KY) zhen the solution u(t) = U(t)u, of the 
problem (2.1) satisfies 
.r,+r$,P(D) 
> 
*uEC((-q c0):L*(w)) for k = 1, . . . . 1. (2.4) 
I 
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(b) If the above assumptions hold j= 1, . . . . n, and USE H”“- ‘)(IKY) 
then the solution u(t) of (2.1) satisfies 
ueC((-m, co): H ‘(-‘)(W)nL2((1 + Ixl’)‘dx)). 
Proof: (a) By Proposition 2.1 
for k = 0, 1, . . . . 1. Thus we use the standard energy method 
II~,kWlI2 = Ilqww12 = Il+4oll2 
and 
k 
ri”u( .)= 
( 
a 
x,+t-&P(D) 
> 
UEC((-ID, co):L2(R”)) 
which completes the proof of part (a). (b) follows from the above result 
and the fact that {U(t)} 2, is a unitary group in HS(R”). 1 
The following commutator estimates will be used in Sections 3, 4. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Zf P(r) E W,$“(R”) and the condition (2.3) holds up to 
order two, then 
and 
[z-,; a,] = 6,~ (I= identity) 
Crjixkl= -r&,P(D) (xk = multiplication by xk) 
k J 
for j, k = 1, . . . . n. 
Next we show how to extend the previous results to linear dispersive 
systems of the (Boussinesq) type 
i 
azu + iP,(D)o = 0, XEW, --oO<t<os 
a,u + iP,(D)u= 0, 
(2.5) 
where U= u(x, t), u= u(x, t) are real functions and P,(t), P*(t) are real 
symbols satisfying (2.2), and 
(a) there exists M such that for 151 3A4, P1(t)P2({)>0. 
(b) P1(t)lf’2(5)=W1), P2(5)/f’l(t)=W1) where ltl tends to 
infinity. 
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The main examples in this class are the equation 
a:,w+(-l)“d~W=o, XER”, -m<t<cO 
4x, 0) = w&) 
a,wb-, 0) = WI(X) 
V-6) 
which is equivalent to the system (2.5) with P, = P,= A’ if k= 2j, and 
P,=P2=(-d)1~2diifk=2j+1, and the system [S] 
1 
a,u+aa:o+ba~U=o, -cQ<x,t<m 
a,O+ca;u+da;u=o, 
(2.7) 
where bd > 0. 
Defining the 2 x 2 matrix 
p(r)= O ( 
P,(5) 
P,(5) 0 > 
we have (formally) the group 
U(t) 3(x, t) = J e 2ni<-~.;)e-irP(5)~~(5, t)d(s, 
where 3 = (dr, 4)J. 
The matrix eWirPCS) can be written as 
with A(<)= (P,(t) P2(<))“’ and 
Thus Q2( 5) = I. 
Using that rj = U(t)x,U( - t) we obtain 
qx, t, D) 3(x, t) = j e2zi<J,5>B((, t)F J(& t)& +x,3, 
where 
B(5, t) = e -ilp(5)~(g, t) 
an 
=ts(5)Q(5)-e- i’pw sin(A(<) t) $ (5). 
I 
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rj&xJ+f$(D)Q(D)~ 
J 
+e irP(D) sin(A(D)t) $ (D) 4, 
J 
and as in Proposition 2.1 
[L; r,] = 0, 
where L = Zd, + iP(D). 
In particular, when (aQ/<gj)(D) =0 forj= 1, . . . . n, i.e.,_Pl(r) (as in (2.6)), 
it follows that for data 4 E L*(lW : W*) such that xj# E L2(R” : R*) for 
j= 1, . ..) n the solution G(t) satisfies 
~,(~)Q(o,i;(r)tC((-J-,au)-{O}:L:,,). 
.I 
Thus for Eq. (2.6) this implies that if (1 + 1x1)” (w,, (P,(D))-’ W~)E 
L2(EY’ : R2) then the solution G(t) belongs to 
C((-co, co- (0) : H$k-“). 
In the general case (aQ/ag,)(D) may not be zero (for example, (2.7) with 
b # d or a # c). However, roughly speaking, from the hypothesis on P,, P, 
we have that 
ei’p(D) sin(;l(D)t) g (D) 
J 
is an operator of order - 1, and 
has order m - 1 if P,, P, has order m, in xi. This implies th$ the solution 
U of the system (2.5) with data 4 such that (1 + 1x1) 4 E L*(R” : W2) 
satislies 
g,(D) Q(o) ilEC((-a, co- (0) : L:,,) 
J 
forj= 1, . . . . n. In particular, for the system (2.7), this implies that u belongs 
to C((-Go, co-(O) :HP,,). 
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3. THE GENERALIZED KORTEWEGDE VRIES EQUATION 
This section is concerned with the I.V.P. 
I 
a,u++= -&(f(u)), -co<x,t<cO 
4% 0) = %b), (3.1) 
where f(u)=uP/p, PEZ+, and p>2. 
THEOREM 3.1. If U,,E H’(R) with ja 4 integer and 
xub”; .. . . xup E L2(R) (3.2) 
then the solution u(t) of the I.V.P. (3.1) satisfies 
UEC([-T, T]-(O) :fqo;2(lQ)). (3.3) 
with T=oo ifpf4, and T=T(\lu,\lH2;p) ifp>5. 
THEOREM 3.2. If u0 E Hj( [w), and for some k E Z + u (0) with 2k < j, and 
4+k<j 
xup; . ..) Xk+ ‘uhk+ I’; . . . . Xk+ 1Ubj-k’; . . . . xup E L2(R) 
then the solution u(t) of I.V.P. (3.1) satisfies 
UEC([-T,T]-{O}:H&;~+~(~~)) 
with T= co ifpd4, and T= T((lu,llHz;p) ifp>5. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Remarks. Although our hypotheses above are not the most general 
ones (for example, it will follow from our proof that if U,,E H3(rW) and 
xu&“; XU&” E L2( R) then u E C( [ - T, T] - (0) : Hi,)), we remark that 
under the same assumptions the associated linear problem (Airy equation) 
has exactly the regularity stated in (3.3), (3.5). 
From the above results we can deduce the following loss of smoothness 
phenomenon: given any t* # 0 there exists u0 E Hj n H{$ k + * (with j and k 
as in Theorem 3.2) such that the corresponding solution u(t) of the I.V.P. 
(3.1) satisfies u(t*)$ H iOz” for any E > 0. To prove this fact, it suffices to 
notice that if u(x, t) is a solution of the generalized K-dV equation, so is 
u(-xx, -t). 
These equations (dispersive) are time reversible. Therefore global (in 
space) smoothing effects in H” have to be excluded whenever persistence 
properties in these spaces have been established. 
Our method below contains a different proof of the results in 
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[12, Section 81 (i.e., the persistence properties of the solution in the 
weighted Sobolev spaces X= Hz’ n L2(( 1 + x2)’ dx)). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. For simplicity of exposition, we shall consider 
the case p = 2. However, we remark that the general case can be treated in 
exactly the same fashion. 
From the results mentioned in the introduction it follows that the I.V.P. 
(3.1) has a unique solution 
UEC((-a, co): H’). (3.6) 
It will be shown that if u0 E Hj (j b 4) satisfying (3.2) then 
ra:u=(X--faZ,)a~uEC((--,CO):L*) (3.7) 
for I= 1 , . . . . j. Moreover, each term in 
r(%(u a.&)) (except UT al,+ ‘u) (3.8) 
for 1= 1, . . . . j can be written as a product of a function in C(( - co, co) : L*) 
with a function in C(( - co, co) : H’). 
The proof of (3.7)-(3.8) will follow by induction on j> 4. 
Step 1. j=4. For l= 1, the Eq. (3.1) and Proposition 2.1 lead to the 
identity 
From Proposition 2.3 we have that 
uraZ,u=ua,ra,u-ua,~. (3.10) 
Thus inserting (3.10) in (3.9), and using the linear theory and energy 
estimate we obtain (3.7) for I= 1. 
The proof of (3.7)-(3.8) for I= 2, 3 is similar to that provided above; 
Therefore we study the case I= j = 4. 
Eq. (3.1) and Propositions 2.1-2.2 lead to 
a,ra~u+a~ra,u=-ra4,(ua,u) 
=-(uraS,u+3a,ura~u+2iafura~u-2ra,ua~u 
-iia.:~ra:~- i4itazu azu). (3.11) 
Collecting the previous results (l= 1, 2, 3), the hypothesis j= 4, (3.6), 
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and Propositions 2.1-2.3 we obtain the proof of (3.7)-(3.8) for Z=4 by 
using energy estimate in (3.11). This completes the case i = 4. 
Step 2. Assuming the results in (3.7)-(3.8) for j = s 2 4 we shall prove 
the corresponding results for j = s + 1. Consider the equation 
a,ra:+Iu+a3,ra:+G4= -f(as,+$4a,u)) 
= -(a,z-(agu a.+)) + as,tu axu)j. (3.12) 
By hypothesis and (3.6) it follows that a;(u a,u) E C(( - co, cc) : L*) and 
satisfies (3.8). Thus we just need to estimate a,Td”,(u a,u). 
By hypothesis of induction in the previous case j= s each term in 
ragu a,q (except UT a, ‘+‘u) was the product of a L*-function with an 
Hi-function (3.8). Since in our case j=s + 1, each factor is one degree 
smoother (i.e., one belongs to L-L’, and the other to FL*). Therefore 
a,r a;tu a,q = u a,r a;+ IU 
+ c a,d as,+ 1~ + C viwi, (3.13) 
where ui, wjr a,wie C(( - co, co) : L*). 
After inserting (3.13) in (3.12) the standard L*-energy method completes 
the proof of (3.7)-(3.8) for j= s + 1. 
To finish the proof of Theorem 3.1 we observe that (3.7) implies that 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Here we provide only the proof for the case 
p = 2 in (3.1) and j= max(2k + 1; 4 + k}. It will be clear from our proof 
below how to extend it to the general case. 
It will be shown that if u0 E H’(R) and satisfies (3.4) then the following 
statements hold: 
r axu; . . . . rk+ 1 a:+ b; . . . . rai,udy-m, 00): L*(R)). (3.14) 
Moreover, each term (except urk+j-’ a;-“+‘~; 1= 0, . . . . k) in 
ra.,(u a,q; . . . . I++’ a:+*cu a,+; . . . . ragu a,4 (3.15) 
can be written as a product of a function in C(( - co, co) : L*), and a 
function in C(( - co, co) : H’). 
The proof will be carried out by induction on k. 
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Step 1. k = 0, j = 4. This case follows from Theorem 3.1. 
Step 2. Assuming that for ti,~H~(lW) with j,=max(2k,+ 1; 4+ k,), 
k, 3 1 satisfying (3.4) the results in (3.14), (3.15) hold we must show that 
the equivalent results also hold for the case k, + 1. 
We consider two cases: If k, 3 3 then j = 2k, + 1 in the previous step k, 
and in this case (k, + 1 ), j = 2k,, + 3. Thus using this property of the data, 
the hypothesis, and an iteration process it follows that 
ra2,ko+2u;rako+3u;...;rko+la~+2u;rko+la~+3u 
belongs to C((-co, 00) : L’), and the statement corresponding to (3.15) 
holds. 
Thus it remains only to consider 
rko+2a~+2(Ua,U)=ra,rko+1 a$+l(Ua,u) 
- (k, + i )rko+ * a$+ l(u a+). (3.16) 
Since rko+ ' a”,o + ‘(24 a, u was already estimated it suffices to treat the term ) 
ra,P+l a?++ a,yu). (3.17) 
From the hypothesis and the above results it follows that 
whereuiEC((--o0,co):H3),andwiEC((-co,a):H*). 
Consequently we find 
Using the hypothesis it is easy to verify that the above terms have been 
already estimated and that each one is the product of a function in 
C(( -co, 00) : L2), and a function in C(( -co, co) : H’). 
Next we observe that 
r a,(dko+ 1 ako+%) = r(axurkO+ 1 ako+% + u a,P+ 1 ako+ %) 
=3a x Urko+2ako+2u-2ra,rkaiI ako+$, 
+2.4a,r ko+2ako+2u-ggfa::urko+l ako+2, 
- gt azpo+ 1 ako+3 u-9(k,+ i)ta;dkako+% 
-2r axuP+ a?+%. 
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The above identity, the hypothesis, and the energy estimate method 
complete the proof of the case k0 + 1 with k, B 3. 
The cases k0 = 1, 2 are similar and will be omitted. At this point the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 can be completed by using (3.14), and the argument 
given in the previous proof. 1 
4. THE NONLINEAR SCHR~DINGER EQUATION 
In this section we extend the results of the previous section to the 
solution of the I.V.P. 
a,u + i Au = h(u), XE R”, --cO<t<cO 
4% 0) = u,(x), 
(4.1) 
where h( . ) is a smooth function. Under this assumption we have the 
following well-known local existence theorem: For any u0 E W(W) with 
s > so there exist T = T( IluO/l,; h) an a unique solution u(t) of the I.V.P. d 
(4.1) such that 
UEC([-T, T];H”(W)). (4.2) 
Here s0 denotes the smallest integer larger than n/2 + 2. 
Assuming that the nonlinear term h( . ) is a polynomial in u and U such 
that h(0) = h’(0) = 0, we state our main results in this section. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf u0 E H”( KY) with s 3 sO, and for some j, 1 < j < n 
(1). xjuo ) . ..) . TjUb”’ E L*(w) (4.3) 
then the solution of the I.V.P. (4.1) satisfies 
c?;+‘u~C([-T,T]-{O):&(W)). (4.4) 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf u0 E H”( KY”) with s 3 s0 such that for some j, 1 < j < n 
and k < s - n/2, 
(1). 
xj"O 3 “.9 / . X”U’k’. 0 ) . . . . x,“ub”’ E L*(w) 
then the solution of the I.V.P. (4.1) satisfies 
(4.5) 
,!s+l),, . ..) 
J 
@+k) 
J UEC([-T, T]- (0) :L&(W)). (4.6) 
Remarks. Theorems 4.14.2 show that the solution of the nonlinear 
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problem can have different regularity in each direction depending on the 
decay of the derivatives of the data in those directions. 
For some nonlinear terms h( . ) the restriction s 2 s,, can be removed by 
using more precise local existence theorems as those in [6, 133. Also, we 
remark that the assumption that h( . ) is a polynomial is not essential. 
However, we shall not pursue the problem here. 
Prooj: The proofs of these theorems are similar (in fact simpler since in 
this case rj has order one) to that provided in detail in the previous section 
for the Kortewegde Vries equation. Therefore proofs will be omitted 
here. 1 
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